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HEX-LOOPS OVER 14 600 patterns! Give your music a favour and make your tracks that extra bit more

professional by using these files from HEXLOOPS series. Professional construction files have been

created for you to incorporate professional MIDI parts into your tracks with no hassle whatsover. Perfect

for creating new tracks or for spicing up remixes. Once imported you can delete or change certain notes

and experiment with the groove to suit your taste. This product contains data suited to a wide variety of

different genres and it is compatible with all music sequencers. MIDI format is compatible with all Mac

and PC Sequencing programmes including Fruity Loops Studio, Cubase Nuendo, Logic, Ableton Live,

Acid, Sonar, Digital Performer, Samplitude and more. As these patterns are supplied in MIDI format, they

will provide you with as much flexibility as possible. You can edit and transpose them, assign any sound

you want and get your own and original melodic lines. The editing possibilities are endless as you can

play the performances at any tempo or pitch without artefacts. This collection is perfect for producers who

like to get down in the studio with some fat synths and create their own monster sounds! We guarantee

you will not be disappointed with this pack. They are simply awesome! We have received positive

feedbacks, so you can purchase from us with complete confidence. Format - MIDI Size on disk after

unzip : 95MB HIP HOP patterns: Dirty South, East Coast, Funk, Old School, West Coast and more Bonus

MIDIs. TRANCE patterns: bass lines, pad lines, piano lines, string lines and more more patterns for your

music. ROCK patterns: alternative, ballads, classic rock, funk rock, hard, metal, pop, progressive, punk

and more more others. OVER 14.600 MIDI patterns It is the most complete package that you can find on

the Internet. Be sure to check HexLoopsfor more loops & samples !
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